DARIAH-CZ consortium in cooperation with the DESIR project invites you to the

DARIAH-CZ workshop on digital humanities 2018

April 24, 2018, 9.15-16.30
The Czech Academy of Sciences, Národní 3, Prague 1, room No. 206

INTERNATIONAL SESSION I
9.15-10.30
Welcome
Jan Hajič and Martin Lhoták
Charles University, Library of the Czech Academy of Sciences // CZ

DARIAH-EU - GENERAL OVERVIEW
Frank Fisher
Higher School of Economics // RU

DESR-DARIAH ERIC SUSTAINABILITY REFINED
Martin Lhoták
Library of the Czech Academy of Sciences // CZ

DARIAH Central European Hub
Gábor Palkó
PTEFI, Literary Museum // HU

INTERNATIONAL SESSION II
11.00-12.00
EADH - EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION FOR DIGITAL HUMANITIES
Elisabeth Burr
University of Lepzig // DE

AUSTRIAN CENTRE FOR DIGITAL HUMANITIES
Karheinz Möth
Austrian Academy of Sciences // AT

DARIAH-PL - BUILDING AND USING DH INFRASTRUCTURE - EXPERIENCE FROM POLAND
Jakub Szprota
University of Warsaw // PL

NATIONAL SESSION
13.00-14.30
ROADMAP OF LARGE INFRASTRUCTURES FOR RESEARCH, EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC - SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
Jan Hajič
Charles University // CZ

LINDAT/CLARIN - CENTRE FOR LANGUAGE RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Pavel Strašák
Charles University // CZ

DARIAH-CZ - BUILDING OF THE CZECH DARIAH NATIONAL NODE
Jan Hajič
Charles University // CZ

CZADH - CZECH ASSOCIATION FOR DIGITAL HUMANITIES
Silvie Cinková
Charles University // CZ

EHRI DOCUMENT BLOG AS A DIGITAL HOLOCAUST RESEARCH LABORATORY
Michal Frankl
Masaryk Institute, Archives of the Czech Academy of Sciences // CZ

RESEARCH SESSION
15.00-16.30
GIS IN THE STUDY OF SPREADING PROCESSES OF ANCIENT RELIGIONS
Adam Mertel and Tomáš Glomb
Masaryk University // CZ

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC AND ITS ROLE IN THE LANDSCAPE RESEARCH
David Novák
Institute of Archaeology of the Czech Academy of Sciences // CZ

TRANSKRIBUS: AUTOMATED TEXT RECOGNITION FOR HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS
Louise Seaward
University of Cambridge // UK

ELECTRONIC ENLIGHTENMENT AND OXFORD TEXT ARCHIVE
Robert McNamee
Oxford University // UK

about

DARIAH is an European research infrastructure for arts and humanities scholars working with computational methods and DARIAH-CZ is planned as a new national node of the DARIAH network. Its proposal has been favorably evaluated by an international panel during the Evaluation of Research Infrastructures in 2017 and is waiting for government approval, to be funded and included in the Czech Large Infrastructures Roadmap. The aim of this one-day workshop is to raise awareness about national and international activities in the field of Digital Humanities and to share experiences from European projects.